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Wasted dreams forgotten lies burdened by desire denied
hid-den thoughts no need to fear your si-lence draws me near
Spoken words identify
Yearnings that are want to hide
guise the lies your eyes reveal through trying to conceal...
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you cannot deny that you belong
you can never hide what you really want
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Waiting seasons changing there's no
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Give me your soul and I'll be your saviour con-
ceed ing con trol_ lay down your rea son
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I'll be your saviour the sec - rents un - told.
Sometimes the future takes hold
lie with
me lie with me
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Breathe in a lingering moment an illusion for two
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Innocence behind your eyes veiled behind a fire denied.
latent seed, a dark veneer, a light to disappear
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guided by a sole belief of bind ed lives and wist ful deeds
freed in thought no ties I feel abandoned to unreal
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Waiting for just one look from you to
fill my need and
you cannot deny that you belong
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you can never hide what you really want
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Give me your soul and I'll be your saviour con-
ceed-ing con-trol
lay down your rea-son
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I'll be your saviour the secrets untold
me lie with me
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Waiting for just one look from you to fill my need.